Extreme enthusiasm
By Nicholas M (Safe Base)
It is hard to jump from the
swing playground to the
spider-web playground.
If I run as fast as I can
and jump as high as
I can, I will make it.
Parkour jumping is
a challenge. Landing
on your feet is hard
if you do extreme
moves.

Frosty knows carrot nose might be in your face in race
By Alexis (Adventure Club)
In the Winter Olympics I thought it was funny when Jagger (Discovery Club)
mentioned that he got a carrot in the face during the Fast Frosty race. The
snowmen were big but light to pass along the line. It was also really fun to play
hockey and to chase Runaway Elf Sean (Staff). Photo: Maya, Alexis pass Frosty.

Fast feet
By Evie (Preschool)
I have running feet.
I go fast.

Young yoga
By Alena (Preschool)
Alena banana pose.

See ceiling for disco discovery
By Jeran (Safe Base)
I used the Snap Circuits Arcade to build
the Selector with Disco Ball. Red, blue and
green colors spun around on the ceiling.
There are three buttons on the keyboard:
A is red, B is green and C is blue. Another
button spins all the colors. I also built the
Flying Saucer, the AM Radio, the Water
Alarm and the Hand Crank that charges
batteries. I like Snap Circuits. Photos: Jeran,
disco; Emily (Adventure Club) built the Low
Pitch Keyboard circuit that lets you adjust
the pitch of 24 different keyboard notes.

First challenge is to arrange cubes into pretty patterns…
By Olivia (Discovery Club)
Q-bitz is fun and it has pretty patterns. You have to turn the 16 cubes to find the
right pattern. It is a little confusing because the cubes are purple and white but
the pattern cards are black and white. I have tried five of the 20 pattern cards.

…second challenge is to arrange cubes from memory
By Harry (Adventure Club)
Q-bitz is fun but it’s pretty easy. So we discovered a challenge that gives you
10 seconds to memorize the pattern and then you have to do it from there. But
it’s not that hard because if you get stuck or you’re not sure, you can get two
chances to take a peek at the pattern card for a few more seconds.

Shaving cream and white glue makes stretchy slime
By Camille (Adventure Club)
Shaving cream and white glue makes fluffy slime. It’s soft and stretchy. It’s fun
to make bubbles with it – you stretch it and then flop it on the table or stretch it
and blow into the middle of the slime.

Butterfly born
By Flora (Explorer Club)
I made a
blue butterfly
with play dough.
It flew to a
flower garden.
It ate honey
and played
with other
butterflies
and bees.
It had
a new
home.

A passion to paint
By Amanda (Safe Base)
Art is a way of me expressing my thoughts and ideas
in a creative way. I make something I’m proud of
and people like. It takes time but it is worthwhile.

Walking the dog
A stroll at 1350 West 67th Avenue in January 2018 revealed:
“Heads up” for those of you who have not tried the Wii Fit soccer challenge.
You are supposed to head the black-and- white soccer ball and dodge the
black-and-white panda head. And the boot? Dodge it with a “shoo shoe”.
“I like to challenge my brain so I can think smarter,” said Skylar (Adventure
Club) while rolling the steel ball in the Perplexus ball-in-a-maze puzzle.
Explorer Club took turns rolling the exercise dice. Up came a “4” / “push up”
followed by “8” / “hop (one foot)”, “6” / “toe touch”, “2” / “sit up”. They rolled
and exercised until it was time for “17” / “drink break”.
“Is it my birthday yet?” asked a Preschool child as the group celebrated a
3-year-old friend’s special day.
Imagination Station hockey is a “minimum game” with no helmets, pads and
nets with the same old “maximum thrill” of “He shoots…he scores”. A recent
game included a goal with “time out to go upstairs for a video review” even
though there is no upstairs and no video. A goal was declared. And the thrill
was on. That’s hockey. Photo: Leo B (Discovery Club) shoots.

